
Peg Loom Rag Rug 
Supplies Provided:  
24" peg loom and Warping fiber 
 
Please bring your own: 
Clean Fabric for project - Raid your closets or favorite thrift store, just make sure you launder them!!  
These amounts are rough estimates, and the quantity of fabric you bring will determine how large your 
project ends up, feel free to bring more!  Fabric patterns and stains WILL disappear - your choosing 
colors only - I've hidden some HIDEOUS designs in my rugs!  Previously used items are encouraged!!  
Holes are no problem; you're going to be cutting them up anyways!!  NOTE that unwashed upholstery 
fabric is generally heavy and has a lot of stiffening agent and won't lay nicely with this type of weaving, 
maybe just pass on it this time! 
 
Suggestions - Pick one for a consistent finished project or mix and match for a uniquely textured rag rug 
• 3 twin or 2 full or larger flat sheets, tablecloths or shower curtains - or 8 or more pillow cases - 
in your choice of colors, - 100% cotton is optimal - anything over 50% polyester is not your best choice 
for a first project. 100% polyester is *STRONGLY* discouraged!  If in doubt, find something else! 
• 6 or more pairs of adult sized old / trashed blue jeans, and if they are small - bring extra (again 
100% cotton is best - *NO* spandex!!!!) 
• 6 or more worn out bath towels 
• 6 or more tshirts or sweatshirts/sweatpants 
• 6 or more wool, linen, or cotton pants or full / long skirts  
• 3 or more acrylic or fleece blankets (the exception to 100% polyester rule - but would not be 
suitable for hot mats - it melts!)   
• large scraps of cotton fabric equal to 12 fat quarters / 2 jelly rolls or more - suggest no smaller 
than 24" x 1.5", but less than 12" will be more work than it's worth in our limited time frame! 
 
A very limited amount of fabric will be available for purchase for $15 for a table runner or small mat, but 
be aware, they may not be your favored colors or desired textures - it's really better to do your own 
shopping!  If you plan to purchase supplies, please indicate this when you register! 
 
Full sized sharp scissors to cut your fabric (yes, you need this even if you bring a rotary cutter) 
Rotary Cutter and mat (optional) 
Paper / plastic bag(s) or bin(s) to keep your fabric strips in (optional) 
 


